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Litigants are increasingly sharing their per-
sonal information online. A little online detec-
tive work about your opponent can result in a
treasure-trove of valuable evidence and can
often make or break a case.  For example,
imagine an otherwise healthy college student
testifying before a jury that she can no longer
play sports or enjoy an active lifestyle due to
injuries suffered in a motor vehicle accident
that was caused by your client’s negligence.
Next, imagine the jury’s reaction when this ac-
cident victim is confronted on cross-examina-
tion with a photograph posted on her Facebook page, taken shortly
after the accident, showing the plaintiff striking a fearless warrior
pose immediately after finishing an organized 5K obstacle race,
with a medal around her neck and flexing her biceps for the cam-
era.   The photograph is a stark contrast to what the plaintiff testi-
fied were her injuries and limitations.  

Nearly two-thirds of American adults (65%) use social net-
working sites – an almost tenfold jump in the past decade.1 Face-
book, the most popular social media platform, had 1.09 billion
daily active users on average for March 2016.2 Given how easy it is
to access information about parties and witnesses through the in-
ternet and various social media applications, it is vital that attor-
neys immediately conduct online searches about opposing parties
and witnesses from the start of litigation.  In many cases, the infor-
mation will directly impact settlement.   At the very least, it can
provide a roadmap for future discovery.  In addition to informal so-
cial media searches at the beginning of the case, attorneys should
also seek social media data via formal discovery methods.  While
there is developing case law on the discoverability of social media
evidence in civil cases, there is no justification for failing to infor-
mally harvest publicly available social media information at the
onset of most personal injury and employment disputes.  

Google. A Google search for the name of an opposing party or wit-
ness can yield valuable information and should be the starting
point for an attorney’s informal discovery.  Within a matter of min-
utes you can find information about a party’s background, educa-
tion, clubs and activities, and links to a party’s social media pages.
Google Images allows you to search for pictures of a party.   Google
has a “reverse image” search feature that will locate similar images
and other sites that include the image being searched. 

Facebook. Although Facebook has several levels of privacy settings,
a surprising number of users do not activate them, opting to post
their photos and updates to the public. Attorneys should scour the
timelines of adverse parties and witnesses for photographs, videos,
updates and comments that could be relevant in the litigation.  You
can also search for all mentions of a Facebook user across other
users’ timelines and may be able to locate photographs and other
information about a party that is not included in that party’s Face-
book timeline.  Reviewing the timelines of the user’s closest Face-
book friends may also yield valuable information.  It is important to
print and/or save all of the relevant information at the time of the

search.  Otherwise, a user may change their privacy settings or
delete the information from their account during the pendency of
the litigation.  In that situation, the attorney would have to resort
to obtaining the information through formal discovery procedures.

Twitter. Unlike Facebook, posts (or “tweets”) on Twitter are public
and are typically accessible to any user without having to “friend”
or “follow” the poster.  Attorneys can easily browse user-generated
photos and videos and may find information about the user’s loca-
tion, activities, interests and friends that is beneficial to litigation.

YouTube/Instagram. Attorneys should also search sites such as
YouTube and Instagram for photographs and videos of adverse par-
ties and witnesses.  An increasing number of Millennials upload
videos of their athletic achievements, competitions and extracur-
ricular activities on YouTube, and these videos may contradict the
opposing party’s claims or may undermine credibility.  Searches
should also be performed for information regarding expert wit-
nesses.  Videos of seminars, lectures, and media interviews may
provide information that allows you to challenge an expert’s opin-
ions or background.  

Court Websites. In addition to social media, you should also con-
duct online searches of local court websites.  Several courts have
searchable online dockets that make it easy to determine whether
your opponent has been involved in recent lawsuits.  Attorneys
should also utilize the PACER Case Locator, a national index for U.S.
district, bankruptcy, and appellate courts.  Particularly in personal
injury cases, the plaintiff may have filed a bankruptcy petition con-
taining information regarding assets, employment and wages that
contradicts his claims or testimony in the underlying lawsuit.
These searches should continue on a periodic basis during the liti-
gation because occasionally the opposing party will file for bank-
ruptcy after the start of the case, sometimes without their
attorney’s knowledge.

Do not neglect to search these online resources at the begin-
ning of your next case.  With minimal effort, you may find informa-
tion that strengthens your position and benefits your client.  

1 Andrew Perrin, Social Media Usage: 2005-2015, Pew Research
Center, October 2015. Available at:
http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/10/08/2015/Social-Network-
ing-Usage-2005-2015/
2 Facebook Reports First Quarter 2016 Results and Announces Pro-
posal for New Class of Stock, April 27, 2016.  Available at: http://in-
vestor.fb.com/releases.cfm

Matthew C. Rettig is an associate attorney with Conlin, McKenney
& Philbrick, P.C., in Ann Arbor.  Rettig’s practice focuses on per-
sonal injury defense, general tort and negligence liability and com-
mercial litigation.  He can be reached at rettig@cmplaw.com or
(734) 761-9000. 

Matthew C. Rettig

ONLINE INVESTIGATIVE TOOLS FOR LITIGATORS

ab
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President’s Message
Greetings and salutations, my
fellow WCBA friends and col-
leagues!  I hope you all have
had an opportunity to enjoy
the splendors of a beautiful, if
not unpredictable, Michigan
summer. Well, the dreaded
time has finally arrived for
me….time for me to begin my
bi-monthly president’s mes-

sages.  This isn’t all bad (for me anyway), because it means
that I get to tell you all about the great events the WCBA has
in store for the year and remind you why that $170 annual
membership fee is worth every penny.  

The WCBA has a lot to offer its members:   from our timely
and engaging continuing education seminars to our many
networking opportunities and everything in between.   For
me, however, the most valuable thing I believe the WCBA of-
fers to its members is a little less tangible.  It is community.
It is friendship.  It is greater enjoyment in my professional
endeavors because I know the person that sits on the other
side of the negotiating table.  It’s hard to put a price on
those things, but I can tell you its value far exceeds $170.
The access to a computer, copy machine, and free coffee in
the courthouse is a nice additional bonus.  

My involvement in the WCBA began in the Spring of 2006,
just two years into my practice, when Kyeena Slater (Execu-
tive Director Extraordinaire!) contacted me to see if I would
be interested in co-chairing the family law section for the
WCBA.  The request proved particularly timely for me, as I
had finished winding down my father’s general practice in
Dexter, Michigan and was a year into my solo practice, which
I was finding to be fairly isolating as a new attorney.  

When I was in law school, I had always envisioned a robust
and engaged general practice with my father (Leonard
Kitchen), who I anticipated would act as both my mentor
and my introduction to the practitioners of Washtenaw

County.  Well, life and an Alzheimer’s diagnosis had other
plans for our family, and quickly my direction turned from
continuing and growing a long-standing firm in the commu-
nity to helping my dad close up shop.  As anyone who has
shared a similar experience of trying to navigate the emo-
tional wreckage that comes with a family member’s terminal
illness diagnosis while trying to manage a business and new
career knows, one tends to get tunnel vision during these
times.  I spent most of my days trying not to think about
what the future held for my dad and also trying not to get
grieved in my first 365 days of practice. 

That phone call from Kyeena and ultimately my role as co-
chair of the family law section for the WCBA turned out to
be quite a pivotal moment for me in my career.  As a newer
family law practitioner at the time, it gave me an opportu-
nity to engage with speakers that were among the best in
their field.  These section meetings were not only tremen-
dously educational, but they were (and are) great network-
ing opportunities, which helped break down some of the
walls I had created around myself in my solo practice.
Through both the WCBA and WLAM, I got to know amazing
practitioners who acted as informal mentors for me in my
practice—always willing to answer questions and help me
bounce ideas around when I encountered particularly chal-
lenging cases or clients.  

I am grateful for that 2006 phone call from Kyeena Slater.  I
am ever appreciative of the tremendous community and
support that the members of the WCBA provide.  I am hum-
bled to lead that community in the coming year.  

Elizabeth 
Elizabeth Kitchen-Troop

ekitchen@klinelegalgroup.com

Russell Brown – R.D. Brown, PLC
Susan Cannell & Bruce Wallace
Kathleen Carter – Kathleen M. Carter, PLLC
Susan Davis – Davis Law, PLC
Lynn D’Orio – Lynn B. D’Orio, JD, PLC
Paul Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Elizabeth Graziano – Hamilton, Judge, Schroer & Steingold, PLC
Mark Hopper – DeLoof, Hopper, Dever, Wright & Milliman, PLLC

Kent Joscelyn – Kent B. Joscelyn, P.C.
Robert Magill, Jr. – Magill & Rumsey, P.C. 
Jack Panitch – Varnum, LLP
Jonathan Paul – Kelly & Kelly, P.C.
Vincent Re – Vincent Re PLLC
Sheldon J. Stark – Mediator and Arbitrator
Alexander Walling

THANK YOU
to those that continue to support the WCBA by contributing to the 

WCBA Donations Fund for community service, law library, and technology improvements!
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NEW MEMBERS

DANIEL T. CRONIN

P80469

Thrasher, Dinsmore & Dolan, LPA

100 7th Avenue, Ste. 150

Chardon, OH 44024

phone: 440-285-2242

e-mail: daniel.t.cronin@gmail.com

THOMAS J. DEMETRIOU

P12663

Demetriou & Associates, P.C.

3262 Cabaret Trail South, Ste. 206

Saginaw, MI 48603

phone: 989-793-6440

e-mail: tjd@tomdemetriou.com

JENNIFER M. HARVEY

P65140

Harvey Legal Group, PLLC

2531 Jackson Ave., Ste. 104

Ann Arbor, MI 48103

phone: 313-516-5225

e-mail:

jharvey@harveylegalgroup.com

DOREEN L. HOFFMAN

P42231

Brock & Scott, PLLC

31440 Northwestern Hwy., Ste. 160

Farmington Hills, MI 48334

phone: 248-341-4754

e-mail: 

doreen.hoffman@brockandscott.com

ERIC W. RUTH

P80538

Law Office of Eric W. Ruth, PLC

P.O. Box 806

South Lyon, MI 48178

phone: 248-667-8701

e-mail: eric@ruthlegal.com

EDMUND J. SIKORSKI, JR.

P20449

1133 Joyce Lane

Ann Arbor, MI 48103

phone: 734-845-4109

e-mail: edsikorski3@gmail.com

NEW MEMBERS AND MEMBER NOTES

Member Notes

After over 37 years

as a member of the

State Bar of Michi-

gan and 42 years

since first admitted

to the Bar of the

Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania

(spending the last 8

years at Hooper,

Hathaway, Price, Beuche & Wallace,

P.C.), Daniel Cogan will retire on July

31, 2016. We wish him the best in his

retirement!

27th Annual 

Bench-Bar Conference
The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar Association

wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support 

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!
2015-2016 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs

James J. Carty and S. Joy Gaines
Visit our Photo Gallery at washbar.org to view event photos!

Blanchard & Walker PLLC

Bodman PLC

Butzel Long

Conlin, McKenney & 

Philbrick, P.C.

Dykema

Eby Conner Smillie & Bourque

Fett & Fields, P.C.

FindLaw

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & 

Garris, P.C.

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe, Raitt, Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Joseph H. Spiegel, P.L.L.C.

McLain & Winters

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach

& Buiteweg, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

Vincent Law 

Washtenaw County Legal News

washbar.org


Timothy Damschroder is the managing partner of Bodman’s Ann Arbor office and chairperson of the firm’s
Business Law Practice Group. He advises clients in matters involving mergers and acquisitions, corporate fi-
nance, general business, corporate governance, securities offerings, and tax. He also specializes in dealing
with technology companies from startup to transactions involving intellectual property, to venture capital fi-
nancing, to eventual sale. Damschroder serves on the Board of Directors of the Washtenaw County United
Way and was appointed to Governor Snyder’s Michigan Health Endowment Fund Board where he currently
serves as Treasurer.

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where did
you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?

I first became interested in the law when I was eight years
old.  My great-uncle was a member of the Ohio Legisla-
ture.  I was always fascinated by the fact that he could
change laws.  From this young age, I began following law
and politics.  This led to me wanting to attend law school.
However, I had two things going against me.  First, I was
never a very good student, and the prospects of attending
law school always seemed daunting to me.  Second, my
father did not have a fond appreciation of our learned
professions and spent no small amount of time trying to
talk me out of attending law school.  Nonetheless, I made
it through and began practicing as a business lawyer in
1988.  It’s been a great ride thus far.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?  

My first job was working as a fry-boy at Arby’s on Washte-
naw in Ann Arbor.  From there, I went on to become a
busboy and a waiter at the Denny’s down the street.  I at-
tended undergrad at the University of Michigan and was a
waiter at a long list of restaurants during my undergradu-
ate years.  I took one year off between undergrad and law
school when I worked as a computer programmer for a
Republican polling firm, Market Opinion Research in De-
troit, Michigan.

What area of the law do you like the best and why?

I have practiced as a business lawyer my entire career.
My father was a businessman, and I greatly respected all
of his accomplishments.  Becoming a business lawyer al-
lowed me to meld my love for the law with my fascination
of the business world.  Additionally, my dad was in sales,
and since the fruit does not fall far from the tree, I have
also greatly enjoyed building client relationships and clos-
ing on client pitches.

Tell us a little about your family.

I have been married to my wife Robin for 24 years, and
we have two children:  Chris, age 19 and Ben, age 16.
Robin is a very successful healthcare executive and is the
love of my life.  She runs a million miles a minute and al-
ways keeps us on our toes.  Chris just finished his fresh-
man year at the University of Michigan with a goal toward
working in corporate finance, accounting or other busi-
ness related fields.  Ben is a junior at Community High in
Ann Arbor and has lots of great interests in wide-ranging
fields such as mountain rescue and world famous chef.
Both of our boys are very active in lacrosse.  Our family

also spends a lot of time skiing, snowboarding and other-
wise jaunting around in mountains.  

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney today?

Currently, it is time utilization and efficiency.  There never
seems to be enough time, but I must be having fun be-
cause every day goes by in the blink of an eye.  

What would your second career choice have been if you had not
become a lawyer?

I’d have gotten a graduate degree from a public policy
school and worked in US Foreign Service.  

What is your favorite movie or book?

Movies:  Get Shorty, The Big Lebowski, Matrix (first
movie), Shawshank Redemption, Goodfellas, Godfather,
Secret Life of Walter Mitty (new version), all Star Wars
movies and generally any science fiction movie.  Authors:
John Steinbeck and Robert Frost.

Describe a perfect day off.

Spending the day with my wife and two boys.  It does not
really matter what we are doing, as long as we are to-
gether and having fun.  We recently spent a fantastic day
that started with a picnic, then we saw The Magic Flute at
the Michigan Opera Theater and ended with a great din-
ner at Selden Standard in Detroit.  It was a perfect day.

What are some of your favorite places that you have visited?

Norway (I was an exchange student in high school and
have visited many times since), Rocky Mountains, Italy,
Peru, anywhere that there is a vineyard with good wine to
drink!

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to spend
it?

Trips with my family and stocking the wine cellar.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers?

I have always heard it said that it takes 10,000 hours to be
an expert at something.  If you work full-time, billing
2,000 a year, it takes five years to become an expert.  Be
patient.  Keep your head down.  Work hard.  It will all
come to you.  I think too many lawyers give up during
their first five years of practice before they realize their
goals.  Be realistic about your goals, and don’t give up.
The rewards are well worth it.    

7Res Ipsa Loquitur
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6 ANNUAL GOLF SCRAMBLE: 

August 5, 2016   Lake Forest Golf Club

ANNUAL PROBATE TRAINING:
September 27, 2016  Learning Resource Center, Ann Arbor

SENIOR LAWYERS LUNCHEON: 
September 28, 2016    Ann Arbor City Club

BIAS AWARENESS WEEK ACTIVITIES: 
October 17-20, 2016 

HOLIDAY WINE TASTING:
December 8, 2016   Paesano’s 

Mark your Calendars for these upcoming WCBA events!

AGC Seeks Volunteer Receivers
The Michigan Attorney Grievance

Commission seeks licensed local attor-

neys to serve as pro bono volunteer re-

ceivers pursuant to MCR 9.119(G) to

assist in liquidating the practice of

lawyers who are incapacitated, de-

ceased, suspended or disbarred.  Attor-

neys who are interested in serving in

this type of capacity should contact:

Rhonda S. Pozehl, 

Senior Associate Counsel

Attorney Grievance 

Commission

The Buhl Building

535 Griswold, Suite 1700

Detroit, MI  48226

Phone: (313) 961-6585

Fax:  (313) 961-5819

Web:  www.agcmi.com
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I had the pleasure of attending the Basic Interdisciplinary Training
for the Domestic Collaborative Practice in April of this year.  With a
better understanding of the process and seeing the positive effects
it can have on families going through a divorce or custody dispute, I
walked away from the training eager to implement the Collabora-
tive Practice at my own firm and to educate the public and other
professionals. 

As a practical matter, divorce is going to be difficult.  It’s going to
be layered with hurt feelings, lack of trust, guilt, fear and other
emotional variables.  The Collaborative Process allows the parties
to actually face these feelings, address them and learn to move for-
ward.  During the traditional, adversarial divorce process, parties
are less likely to find closure or heal from the emotional difficulties.
This often leads to litigated disputes even after the divorce is final-
ized.  During the Collaborative Process parties are more likely to
create a healthy relationship post-divorce; co-parent more effec-
tively; and avoid continued disputes at the courthouse.

What is the Collaborative Practice?
The Collaborative Practice involves an interdisciplinary team of
trained professionals who commit to crafting a settlement tailored
specifically to the family’s needs, without going to court.  The team
will always include the clients and two collaboratively-trained at-
torneys, but may also include a mental health professional, divorce
coaches, a financial advisor, and/or a child specialist, who are each
neutral participants.  The mental health professional helps with the
emotional landscape of the process because, as most family law at-
torneys know, divorce and custody issues involve more emotion
than law.  Some teams will have a single mental health profes-
sional; other teams will have a divorce coach for each client.   A
child specialist can be retained to include the children’s voices in
the process if appropriate, and a financial advisor can help with
cash flow discussions, budgets, child and spousal support ques-
tions, valuation of businesses, etc. 

The team holds as many settlement meetings as necessary until all
issues related to the divorce or child custody are resolved.  The
meetings move at a pace agreeable to the parties, without the
pressure of rushing through settlement to comply with court dead-
lines. With about 2% of cases actually proceeding to trial, it makes
sense to invest time and money on a process focused on the fam-
ily’s unique goals and working toward a positive restructuring of
the family.  The alternative is to invest time and money creating
deeper animosity between the parties and preparing for a trial that
likely will not occur. 

The Collaborative Process creates an environment where parties
can be open and honest, which is much more productive without
the looming threat of Court appearances.  All discussions and ne-
gotiations are conducted with the clients intimately involved.  Chil-
dren can be the focus of these settlement meetings, and the
parties can ultimately have a divorce that does not destroy the chil-
dren.  

The glue that holds the Collaborative Practice together is the par-
ticipation agreement that all members of the team sign.  This
agreement makes it clear that if at any point either party wants to
litigate and proceed with an adversarial approach, the collabora-

tive lawyers must withdraw, and the clients
must seek new attorneys.  While some see
this as a negative part of the process, it truly
commits everyone to the settlement meetings
and focuses on long-term goals and quality
resolutions.

How Does This Practice Differ From Media-
tion?
Mediation is a method of alternative dispute
resolution that also focuses on diminishing
conflict and reaching out-of-court resolutions.
Mediation is a great tool and sometimes the
better option for certain families.  Mediation, however, does not
require a commitment to staying out of Court and it is often sched-
uled after a Court case has been initiated and there is pressure to
resolve the case before trial.  Usually, there is not a divorce coach,
child specialist, and/or financial advisor involved.  That is not to say
these types of professionals cannot be introduced to the mediation
sessions, but they may not be neutral, and separate, opposing pro-
fessionals may have to be retained for trial.   

Is the Collaborative Practice for Everyone?
The Collaborative Practice may not be the right fit for every family.
Collaborative lawyers must screen for domestic violence when dis-
cussing the Collaborative Practice with potential clients.  The
Michigan Uniform Collaborative Law Act (UCLA), effective Decem-
ber 8, 2014, requires that a prospective collaborative lawyer “shall
make reasonable inquiry whether the prospective party has a his-
tory of a coercive or violent relationship with another prospective
party.  A reasonable inquiry includes the use of the domestic vio-
lence screening protocol for mediation provided by the state court
administrative office.”1 If incidents of domestic violence have oc-
curred, the parties cannot participate in a collaborative divorce.  

Conclusion
The Collaborative Practice is an innovative approach to divorce and
domestic relations matters that can help families find quality reso-
lutions and move forward in peace.  It is important that potential
clients of the Collaborative Practice are informed about all of their
options prior to making a decision (i.e., traditional litigation, medi-
ation, arbitration, etc.).   Hopefully, the Collaborative Practice will
continue to grow and families, most importantly the children of di-
vorced/separated parents, can move forward in a much more posi-
tive manner, with the parties maintaining control over their future.

1 MCL 691.1345

Jessica L. Pospiech specializes in family law, mediation, and the 
Collaborative Divorce Practice at Pospiech Family Law & Media-
tion, PLLC in Livonia.  Pospiech’s office is conveniently located to
serve clients in Washtenaw, Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb coun-
ties.  She dedicates her practice to finding resolutions that will help
families move forward and positively restructure their lives post-di-
vorce.  Pospiech is a court-approved mediator and she is currently
the Co-Chair of the Family Law Section of the Washtenaw County
Bar Association.

COLLABORATIVE DIVORCE PRACTICE:
CREATING HEALTHY POST-DIVORCE RELATIONSHIPS

Jessica L. Pospiech
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The U.S. Supreme Court recently de-
cided a case that attracted little attention. On
the surface, CRST Van Expedited, Inc. v. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commissioni

(5/19/16) was about the definition of a “pre-
vailing party” for purposes of awarding attor-
ney fees. The Court unanimously held that a
defendant does not need to obtain a favor-
able judgment “on the merits” in order to be
awarded attorney fees. 

Translation: The ruling opened the door
for the district court’s whopping $4.7 million
dollar award to be reinstated against the

EEOC. This would be the largest attorney fee award ever levied
against the federal employees’ rights agency. Why did the district
court order the EEOC to pay such a large award in the first place? 

This question merits a refresher on what the EEOC does. In
short, they enforce federal laws making it illegal to discriminate
against job applicants or employees on the basis of race, color, re-
ligion, sex (including pregnancy, gender identity, and sexual orien-
tation), national origin, age (40 or older), disability, or genetic
information. An employee alleging discrimination must file a
charge with them as an administrative prerequisite to filing a claim
in federal court. The EEOC has a statutory duty to investigate and
determine whether discrimination occurred.ii

In rare cases, usually involving egregious or class-wide allega-
tions, the EEOC will try to settle the case, and failing that, litigate
the case themselves. This is where they got into trouble in the
CRST case. The district court held that the EEOC didn’t do a good
enough job investigating or trying to settle, or “conciliate,” on be-
half of the plaintiffs. As a result, they dismissed the case and
levied the massive attorney fee award against the agency.

But who really suffered, besides the taxpayers? The case began
eleven years ago when one Monica Starks alleged she was sexually
harassed by two males during her training. The EEOC investigated,
found reasonable cause that discrimination occurred, and filed
suit on behalf of Ms. Starks and a class of other women. During
discovery, the EEOC determined that 250 other women had suf-
fered discrimination; this number was eventually reduced to 67.
However, the district court dismissed the entire case because it
determined the EEOC did not do what it was statutorily required
to do regarding investigation and conciliation.

What of poor Ms. Starks, or the other women who may have
been sexually harassed and otherwise discriminated against?
Eleven years later, they have no claim left because of the dis-
missal.

This article is not to pass judgment on whether the EEOC did,
in fact, fall short of its statutory duty. Instead it is an attempt to
highlight merely one of the many procedural obstacles that ag-
grieved employees face when they attempt to make a claim. No-
body ever determined whether Ms. Starks was in fact sexually
harassed, nor whether any of the other women in the class suf-

fered discrimination. Instead, the case has meandered through the
court system for eleven years on procedural issues, and the plain-
tiffs are out of luck because the district court determined the
EEOC did not do what it was statutorily required to do regarding
investigation and conciliation.

Employees face many other additional procedural obstacles
before a court may even begin to consider the merits of their
claim. Employers may bury shortened statutes of limitations or ar-
bitration provisionsiii in the fine print on employment applications
or other documents, just above where the employee signed it
when they applied many years ago.iv These buried “gotchas” are
why it’s critical to get ahold of an employee’s personnel file imme-
diately upon potential representation.

Another procedural “gotcha” affects those who declare bank-
ruptcy, a common and understandable response to being fired and
losing income. Debtors who fail to disclose a potential employ-
ment claim as an “asset” of their estate may lose their claim en-
tirely.v

Employees suing governmental entities face special obstacles.
They may be forced into the newly reorganized Court of Claims,vi

or lose their claim altogether due to governmental immunity is-
sues. For example, neither state governmental entities nor their
employees may be sued for damages under the Americans with
Disabilities Act,vii Family Medical Leave Act, viiior the Fair Labor
Standards Act.ix

Even plaintiffs who successfully avoid these procedural traps
will almost assuredly not have their day in court. According to a
2010 ABA study, far more than 90% of employment claims never
go to trial. Over 40% have their claims dismissed beforehand.  The
rest accept modest settlements. Those that do go to trial lose 2/3
of the time.x Even those 2% of all cases who win at trial will likely
face appeal, and additional risk of losing what they won. 

In the face of all this, it’s easy to see why the decision in CRST
Van Expedited, Inc. v. EEOC barely caused a ripple:  plaintiffs being
denied their day in court is not news. 

Despite such procedural traps, seasoned employment rights at-
torneys can nonetheless achieve justice for their clients. Success
may be had in protecting a person’s career and future employabil-
ity, as well as defeating dismissal and obtaining significant com-
pensation. And while trial victories are rare, they are especially
sweet when they occur. The deck is stacked, but the brave
claimants who assert their rights - and the attorneys who buck the
odds - will keep fighting as long as there’s even a scrap of sod on
that uneven playing field. 

i ___ US ___ (Docket No. 14-1375, May 19, 2016).
ii See, generally, www.eeoc.gov.
iii Rembert v. Ryan’s Family Steak Houses, 235 Mich App 118
(1999).
iv Rory v. Continental Ins. Co., 473 Mich 457 (2005); Clark v. Daim-
ler Chrysler, 268 Mich App 138 (2005).

THE DECK IS STACKED AGAINST PLAINTIFFS IN EMPLOYMENT CASES 
(BUT THE FIGHT GOES ON )

Nicholas Roumel



v A debtor is supposed to know that questions like this one on the
bankruptcy schedules are supposed to elicit potential employment
claims: “[List] [o]ther contingent and unliquidated claims of every
nature, including tax refunds, counterclaims of the debtor, and
rights to setoff claims. Give estimated value of each.” Failure to do
so will bar a later employment claim under the doctrine of judicial
estoppel.”  E.g., White v. Wyndham Vacation Ownership, Inc., 617
F.3d 472 (6th Cir. 2010).
vi MCL 600.6419, PA 164 (November 13, 2013).
vii Board of Trustees v. Garrett, 531 U.S. 356 (2001).
viii See, e.g., Coleman v. Maryland Court of Appeals, 132 S. Ct. 1327
(2012), where in a plurality opinion, the Court held that states
enjoy sovereign immunity for claims under the self-care portion of
the FMLA. See also Touvell v. Ohio Dept., 422 F3d 392 (6th Cir.
2005), cert den 546 U.S. 1173 (2006).
ix Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999). In Mich. Corr. Org. v. Mich.
Dep’t of Corr., 774 F.3d 895 (6th Cir. 2014), the 6th Circuit held that
claims for injunctive relief are also barred, and that they may be
presented to the Department of Labor for enforcement. However,
this author’s administrative claim to the DOL a year and a half ago
has yet to even be acknowledged.
x http://www.abajournal.com/files/employment.pdf

Nicholas Roumel is a principal with Nacht & Roumel, an employment
and civil rights firm based in Ann Arbor. He is a co-chair of the
WCBA Labor and Employment Section.
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CLASSIFIEDS
ANN ARBOR OFFICE IN BEAUTIFUL

RESTORED OLD HOUSE on West Huron

near 3rd Street.  Bright, spacious, ample free

parking, handicapped access.  Call Barb 734-

776-2368 or barbturner@comcast.net

ANN ARBOR OFFICE IN HISTORIC

DOWNTOWN BUILDING- Large private

office in renovated building, shared profes-

sional amenities include reception, 2 confer-

ence rooms, kitchen, fax, copier, and in-house

court reporter.  Excellent location between

county courthouse and city hall.  Workstation

for paralegal/assistant also available.  734-

994-1400.   

EXCELLENT ANN ARBOR LOCATION:

ONE OR TWO FURNISHED (OP-

TIONAL) PROFESSIONAL OFFICES

AVAILABLE IN BEAUTIFUL BUILDING

WITH    ESTABLISHED   ATTORNEYS.

Excellent location with easy access to US-23

and I-94. Free on-site parking. Shared ameni-

ties available including reception, two confer-

ence rooms, kitchen, fax, copier, internet,

networked printer/scanner, and phone system.

May share owners’ assistant or work stations

available for own staff. Rent negotiable de-

pending on amenities needed. 734-677-3280.

.

ab

In Memoriam
Jamie Berggren,

Kurt Berggren’s son, passed away on April 30, 2016

from a fall in Anchorage, Alaska, at the age of 41.

William “Bill” Winters,

W. Douglas Winters’ father, passed away on

May 12, 2016 at Arbor Hospice Residence,

at the age of 89. 

Our deepest sympathies 
are with their families.
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To understand the complexities of a lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) client’s
case, a lawyer must be well-versed in under-
standing the LGBT culture (cultural compe-
tency).   It is crucial to a lawyer’s ability to
effectively advocate for LGBT clients.  Cultural
competency in LGBT legal issues means under-
standing not only basic LGBT terminology
(which is not addressed in this article)1, but
also how gender, sex, and sexual orientation
interact within one’s understanding of one’s
identity and how it informs the choices an indi-
vidual may make. 

Same-sex and LGBT couples have long experienced significant
challenges when dealing with family formation and family break-
down. These challenges arise not only from the social stigma and
discrimination that same-sex couples have often endured, but also
because of the unavailability of laws, procedures, and practices
that heterosexual couples have always had at their disposal—
whether married or not—to deal with family formation and family
breakdown.   The choices that same-sex and LGBT couples make re-
flect that reality.

Population
It is estimated that more than 9 million adults in America are LGBT,

which is approximately 4% of the population. At least 287,000 les-
bian, gay, bisexual, and transgender adults live in the State of Michi-
gan.2 These estimates are conservative given that many LGBT people
throughout the state and the nation are still unwilling to identify
themselves as LGBT for fear of discrimination. The number could be
even higher if LGBT youth (and individuals who have refused to pub-
licly disclose) were included.

Over 4,500 Michigan LGBT households are raising children.  Four
Michigan cities made the top 25 cities in America with the highest
number of gay and lesbian couples in the nation: Lansing, Ann Arbor,
Ferndale, and Pleasant Ridge.3

The Legal Landscape
Despite the large LGBT population in Michigan, the State of

Michigan has no civil rights protections for LGBT individuals in em-
ployment, housing, and public accommodations.  Some localities
have human rights ordinances, but the State as a whole offers little
protection against discrimination for LGBT individuals.

The U.S. Supreme Court decisions in Obergefell v. Hodges4 and
United States v. Windsor5 have offered married same-sex couples
some protection and the legal landscape for same-sex families in
Michigan has incrementally improved over the years.  But the ab-
sence of equal rights and non-recognition of unmarried couples
makes living in Michigan both trying and unpredictable for LGBT
and same-sex families.

Lawyers working with same-sex clients around these issues have
had to (and continue to) be creative and adapt legal procedures
and practices to fit their LGBT clients’  unique situations without
any assurances that the remedies would hold up over time or be
recognized in future disputes.  

One example of the cultural nuances
surrounding LGBT families is in the area of
parentage.  Attorneys who work with hetero-
sexual spouses who utilize assisted reproduc-
tive technology would rightfully advise that
paternity is presumed by statute.  Indeed, the
statute dictates that “[a] child conceived by a
married woman with consent of her husband
following the utilization of assisted reproduc-
tive technology is considered to be the legiti-
mate child of the husband and wife.”  MCL
333.2824(6). 

An attorney might advise married lesbian parents that Obergefell
arguably mandates the state to apply this law as a benefit of mar-
riage to same-sex families.6 The court may or may not agree that
Obergefell requires the state to recognize that MCL 333.2824(6)
applies to same-sex married couples despite its language that
refers to “wife” and “husband.”  The legal terrain is rocky, and the
rules for negating the presumption of parentage vary across states.
Experts highly recommend that married same-sex couples obtain
adoption orders.  These orders remain the most secure method of
maintaining parentage through a family breakdown.7

Same-sex married couple adoption is a burden that heterosexual
married couples do not have to endure (because they do not have
to adopt their child).  In Michigan, adoptive parents are required to
undergo medical exams, and pay court costs and home study fees
before an adoption order can be finalized.  Court forms are ill-
equipped to handle same-sex couples.   Local procedures differ
about how a court will address rights related to a known versus an
unknown sperm donor. The process feels intrusive and is unexpect-
edly time-consuming for couples who assume marriage equality re-
solved most problems. Being aware and sensitive to clients
throughout the process can go a long way in building a healthy at-
torney-client relationship.  Staying abreast of advocacy efforts and
going the extra mile by advocating for improved laws and proce-
dures can be even more beneficial.

Why is cultural competency important to practitioners?

An effective lawyer must possess skills for cross-cultural engage-
ment by developing cross-cultural competency that allows them to
advocate effectively and justly. How we see the issue sets the stage
for how we strategize our case. The lack of cultural competency
can interfere with a lawyer’s ability to accurately assess the credi-
bility of a witness, assess the strength of a case, limit the ability to
strategize effectively, and tell a client’s story effectively. As lawyers,
we are bound by a code of ethics and professional conduct to rep-
resent our clients competently, zealously, and professionally.  This
means understanding our clients’ situations and the decisions they
made, as well as how we will advocate our client’s positions in
court.  The legal strategy of our cases must be based in a thorough
understanding not only of the client and the legal issue being ad-
dressed but also the possibilities of emerging trends in the law.  

THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURAL COMPETENCY FOR ATTORNEYS

Angie MartellKerene Moore
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What should LGBT Clients expect from practitioners?

1. Competency
2. Non-discriminatory Language — A lawyer should never use

outdated or offensive terminology.
3. Respect in Forms — Lawyers should revise all internal forms

and documents to ensure that they are culturally sensitive
(i.e., to reflect “spouse and spouse” rather than “husband and
wife”).

4. Confidentiality and Safety Concerns — Make sure your client’s
safety concerns are addressed.

5. Staff Training — Lawyers should make sure all members of
their staff are trained in cultural competency.

6. Interviewing Skills — Lawyers should utilize the first meeting
with the client to ask many questions. Lawyers should explore
with clients a plethora of issues and understand the client’s
situation.

7. Lawyers should be aware of how legal solutions or remedies
can be or will be translated or utilized in other states.  Will
other states give full faith and credit to your judicial order?

8. Has your lawyer discussed other alternatives like mediation? 
9. Lawyers should be prepared to handle bias from the Court.

The legal issues LGBT people face in divorce, estate planning, or
other areas are more complex than for heterosexual people.  As
lawyers representing LGBT clients, we need to erode the embed-
ded ethnocentric constructs that impact impartiality within our
system of justice. Until LGBT individuals have equal protections and
discrimination has been eradicated, lawyers will have to be vigilant.
Lawyers should understand the complexities of their client’s case,
be prepared to present it effectively in court, and must not allow
their own inexperience to create a disadvantage for their client.
Most of all, we must avoid creating bad laws that perpetuate dis-
crimination. 

1 For more information, see An Ally’s Guide to Terminology: Talking
About LGBT People & Equality, coauthored by GLAAD and the
Movement Advancement Project (MAP). Available at:
http://www.glaad.org/sites/default/files/allys-guide-to-terminol-
ogy_1.pdf.
2 Gates, GJ, Newport, F. 2013. LGBT Percentage Highest in D.C., Low-
est in North Dakota. Gallup, Inc.
Available at: http:/i/www.gallup.com/poll/160517/lgbt-percent-
age-highest-lowest-north-dakota.aspx
3 Gates, GJ. 2015. Comparing LGBT Rankings by Metro Area: 1990
to 2014. Los Angeles, CA: Williams Institute, UCLA School of Law
4 576 US _ (2015).
5 570 US _ (2013).
6 “The dynamic of our constitutional system is that individuals
need not await legislative action before asserting a fundamental
right. The Nation’s courts are open to injured individuals who come
to them to vindicate their own direct, personal stake in our basic

charter. An individual can invoke a right to constitutional protec-
tion when he or she is harmed, even if the broader public dis-
agrees and even if the legislature refuses to act.” Obergefell v.
Hodges, 576 US __ 2015 at 24.
7 The U.S. Supreme Court recently reversed the Alabama Supreme
Court when it refused to enforce another state’s second parent
adoption in a case involving same-sex parents.  V.L. v. E.L. 577 U.S.
____ (2016).

Kerene Moore is currently a practicing attorney for Legal Services
of South Central Michigan where she has represented underserved
Michigan residents in civil legal matters for the past nine
years. Moore, a graduate of the University of Michigan, earned her
Bachelor’s with distinction and honors prior to obtaining her Juris
Doctor from the University of Michigan Law School. Moore has a
strong commitment to public service and provides a voice to mar-
ginalized community members. She regularly advocates on behalf
of survivors of domestic violence, undocumented immigrants, dis-
abled persons, LGBT community members, and other underrepre-
sented groups. Moore plays a leadership role in a number of
community organizations, including serving as Co-Chair of the
Washtenaw County Bar Association’s LGBTQ Rights Section, Vice
President of the Jim Toy Community Center, a presenter at the Na-
tional LGBT Foundation’s 2016 Lavender Law Conference, and Su-
pervising Attorney of the Center’s Know Your Rights Project. She
also serves on the Board of Directors for Equality Michigan and
was recently appointed to the City of Ann Arbor’s Human Rights
Commission.

Angie Martell is the founder and managing partner of Iglesia
Martell Law Firm, PLLC in Ann Arbor and has practiced law for
over 26 years. In her holistic law practice, she works in a variety of
areas, including family, criminal, and business law and also advo-
cates for the LGBT, Spanish-speaking, and Deaf communities. She
serves as Co-Chair of Washtenaw County’s LGBTQ Rights Section.
She is a past Cooperating Attorney with LAMBDA Legal Defense
and Education Fund, Volunteer Attorney with the National Center
for Lesbian Rights, and Contributing Attorney for the Institute of
Continuing Legal Education. She is also a presenter at the National
LGBT Foundation’s 2016 Lavender Law Conference. Martell co-
wrote the amicus brief, In the Matter of Sharon Kowalski, Court of
Appeals for the State of Minnesota. Martell has worked extensively
in the areas of civil rights, family law, LGBT issues, employee
rights, criminal defense, mediation, and arbitration. Martell gradu-
ated with a Masters of Law from Harvard Law School and a Juris
Doctor from the City University of New York Law School.
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Annual Young
Lawyers Summit

Mark Jane and SBM President Lori
Buiteweg enjoyed the summit at the Novi
Crowne Plaza Hotel in June. The summit
provides networking opportunities and ed-
ucation seminars to enhance the skills and
knowledge of young lawyers practicing in

Michigan.  

Avalon Gardening

The Public Service/Pro Bono Committee teamed up with Avalon Housing’s Gardening with Grace Program on May 28th.
WCBA members assisted with cleaning overgrown flowerbeds and planting numerous flats of flowers.  Pictured above in front
(l-r): Margaret Petersen, Francesca Ciliberti-Ayres, and Rebecca Shiemke.  Back (l-r):  Frank Weir, Sally Fink, Hon. Darlene
O’Brien, Avalon Housing Relations Coordinator Andrea Wilkerson and Jessica Pospiech.  

Avalon Housing provides permanent affordable and supportive rental housing for Washtenaw County’s lowest income house-
holds, with a priority for people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness, and who have a mental or physical disability.

COURTESY PHOTO

mcclaryc@eWashtenaw.org

734-222-6600

mailto:mcclaryc@eWashtenaw.org
www.stepforwardmichigan.org
www.stepforwardmichigan.org
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